
FabPro III 
Industrial high-speed 
conveying-belt direct-to-textile 
digital printer 
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FabPro III 
High-capacity output for industrial 
production
Self-developed hardware and software systems, 
combined with high-quality mechanical designs, 
achieve capacities as high as 550 lm/hr for industrial 
production. 



• Outstanding printing 
   speed and precision, excellent 
   reliability and stability 

• Advanced industrial design, 
   high-efficiency data processing 
   technology 

• A cost-effective machine brings 
   customers more profit and return 

FabPro III 

The design of these systems effectively reduces the 
wear out of the printheads, extends the useful life and 
maintains the stable operation of the machines.

Automatic constant-moisturizing 
and cleaning system

Diaphragm pump ink supply system
Diaphragm pump ink supply system has proven 
durability and stability, best choice for ink supply. 

Excellent noise reduction
High-speed linear motor and THK mute rail are 
facilitated in X-axis, allowing the carriage to stay stable 
and smooth printing and the noise is reduced to 
minimum. 



Improved belt cleaning and drying system
Efficient and independently controlled belt cleaning and drying system, combined with advanced 
rubber scraper, sponge roller and air knife, quickly remove water stains from the belt to keep it dry and 
clean.

Intelligent operation interface
The visualized intelligent operation interface realizes one-operator multi-machine management. The 
orders can be automatically stored, one-button adjusted and retrieved at any time.

Large flow and high-speed degassing device
Continuous printing is assured by in-time removal of air bubbles in the ink.

Automatic negative pressure system
The negative pressure is finely monitored and adjusted to stay at constant state.

All-around printhead anti-scratch system
The intelligent printhead protection system minimizes the damage of the fabric to the printheads and 
improves the useful Life.

Small-roller adjustable and friction-driven passive winding system
Small roller of up to 50 mm in diameter ensure smooth fabric feed.

Stable and accurate fabric transfer system 
Stable and continuous transfer of substrates during printing is warranted by deviation-free belt 
movement.

Large memory industrial server
Industrial server with extra-large memory is capable of high-speed and high-efficiency data 
transmission and contributes to higher productivity.

Heatable fabric-pressing roller
This device works to keep the fabric flat and lower the defect rate. Ideal for smooth and continuous 
printing.

Tension-adjustable continuous unwinding/rewinding control 
technology
The winding speed can be automatically adjusted with stepping width, to ensure the stepping 
precision. 



Helps to completely remove small size droplets and the 
moisture from the blanket surface enabling the fabric to 
get properly stick to the glued blanket for precise printing.

Air Blade

Consisting of 2 squeezing units and 2 water absorbing 
sponge along with a brush roll equipped with motor 
provides efficient cleaning of the ink from blanket 
providing best printing result.

Washing unit

Provides enough space for the technician to work on 
head alignment system thereby reducing the error that 
occurs in printing due to mis-alignment of heads, making 
it convenient for maintenance of carriage and to find faults 
in electronics and faults in ink pipes for inlet and outlet of 
heads.

Big carriage size

Allows smoother motion of carriage which reduces the 
misprints at border of the images. It reduces the 
probability of breakdown due to less wear and tear of the 
parts in motion due to reduced vibrations.

Accelerating + Deaccelerating 
motion of carriage

Located on the feeding side of machine provides more 
precision in controlling the left right motion of fabric 
providing higher tension to the fabric movement.

Mounted Centering Device



Sport Accessories Soft Signage

Interior DecorationGifts & Merchandising

APPLICATIONS

Sportswear & Apparel Fashion



SPECIFICATIONS 

FabPro III
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